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What's New In?

* Instant sync of data to the cloud *
All your accounting in one place *
Accounts Receivable * Accounts
Payable * Sales Invoice * Purchase
Invoice * Sales Invoice * Purchase
Invoice * Client Billing * Client
Accounting * QuickBooks Sync
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Designed for self-employed users and
everything from small to medium
businesses, The Cost Estimation &
Invoice Manager is a streamlined and
fairly lightweight piece of software
that helps you manage all financial-
related aspects of your business.
Straightforward when it comes to
both its installation and workflow It
can be deployed on your computer in
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mere seconds and without requiring
anything more than a few mouse
clicks on your part. However, please
note that in order to activate the app's
30 days trial, you need to use the
provided activation key, located on
the upper part of this review or the
app's official webpage. The
application has an oldschool
approach, with a somewhat outdated
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user interface and a main window
that acts as a bespoke "financial"
desktop. Even though it does not look
quite at home on later version of
Windows, we will admit that the
functionality and user-accessibility
are quite good. For an app mainly
designed for small businesses, it's
surprisingly well-equipped The large
majority of features are readily
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accessible from the upper menu bar
or via keyboard with the help of the
F-buttons. From F2 to F8, you can
access the Customers, Products, Cost
Estimation Sheets, Invoices,
Payments, Work Sheets, and
Schedule sections. There are a couple
of other sections that require a bit
more mouse action on your part, such
as Search, Other, Reports, and
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Configuration. Some of the app's
noteworthy highlights include a
report manager, very handy when it
comes to analyzing financial
information, support for three
custom taxes, an expense and
appointment manager, support for up
to five subwork sheets from the same
invoice, and handy tricks like the
ability to transfer an invoice to a
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work sheet. Effortless cost estimation
and efficient invoice management for
your business All in all, even though
it may not look the part and even
though it's not exactly the best
documented financial app out there,
The Cost Estimation & Invoice
Manager might just be the app you
were looking for thanks to its
interesting balance and overall
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weightlessness. In the end, it all
comes down to two things: whether
the app packs enough features for
your specific needs and if you can get
over the fact that it looks a bit
outdated. Description: * Instant sync
of data to the cloud * All your
accounting in one place * Accounts
Receivable * Accounts Payable *
Sales Invoice * Purchase Invoice *
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System Requirements For The Cost Estimation Invoice Manager:

Notes: Visual Novel: 100% Original
Languages available: English License:
Pay what you want This is a pre-
order campaign. You can pay as
much as you want for the game, for
example $5, $10 or $20 and I'll do
my best to give you all the money I
get from the pre-order in the game.
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This offer is open to everyone,
regardless of platform (Steam,
Gamefly, Humble Bundle, Amazon,
etc.), or country.
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